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Cognitive Psychology

Lecture 2.
Continued from last class: Themes

New: Attention

Feedback from Last Class

• Breaks:
– “I liked the breaks…”
– “Can we have one or no break??”

• Interactive teaching
– “I am glad you answered our questions though the class

is large…”
– “I didn’t like distraction to lecture with too many

questions…”
• Pace

– “The pace was perfect”
– “Material was presented too quickly.”

Last Class

• Do we need to study cognition
scientifically, from a 3rd person approach?
– Yes, introspection is limited

• E.g., vision is not generally effortless and simple
– Unconscious processes occur

• E.g., neglect patients;
– Verbal report may be a confabulation

• E.g., split-brain patient

Last Class: Theme 1
• Much of cognition is induction, so we must

add constraints/assumptions to resolve the
ambiguity

• Without assumptions, word learning, vision,
rats’ selective learning, would have been
impossible

• Assumptions may be innate or acquired.
They make cognition possible & intelligent.
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Theme 2: Modularity of mind
• Is the mind unitary or divisible? How should

we carve it up?

• Fodor (1983):
– Central processes (e.g., attention, memory,

reasoning); used for all domains

– Modules (e.g., vision, language); used for certain
domains

Fodor’s criteria for modules
• Domain specificity

– A module only processes a certain kind of
information (e.g., color vision or face recognition,
not e.g., memory)

– Example: Frog’s bug detector
• Best respond to dark object, smaller than field, enters

field, stays and moves
• This causes a feeding response of turn, jump, & snap
• A “bug detector”

Fodor’s criteria for modules
• 1. Domain specificity (most important)
• 2. Innately specified:

– genetically determined, not learned from
experience

• 3. Hardwired
– Part of the brain is specially designed for this

function

Fodor’s criteria for modules
• 4. Informational encapsulation

– Only receive input from certain other modules
– E.g., knowledge cannot overcome visual illusions
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Fodor’s criteria for modules
• 1. Domain specificity (most important)
• 2. Innately specified:
• 3. Hardwired
• 4. Informational encapsulation
• 5. Mandatory

– Work automatically (e.g., word meaning is
processed automatically, see Stroop effect)

The Stroop Effect

The Stroop Effect
Say aloud the ink color of each word

Cognitive modules
• Domain specific, innate, hardwired,

informationally encapsulated, mandatory
• Modular processes are likely to be

– Fast and efficient
– Automatic
– Critical for survival
– A computationally complex task that is not

handled well by general-purpose cognitive
processes

– Computable on the basis of a restricted set of
inputs
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Cognitive modules
• Fast and efficient, automatic, critical for survival (if we assume they are

innate), a computationally complex task which is not handled well by
general-purpose cognitive processes, computable on the basis of a
restricted set of inputs.

• Consider these examples:
– Using the difference in time of arrival of a sound to the two

ears as a cue to the location of the sound source?
– Playing chess?
– Determining whether another person is looking at you or

not?
– Playing the cello?
– Coming up with a scientific theory?

Themes of cognitive
psychology

• Most of cognition is induction

• Modularity: Components of the mind

Psychology 1020
• Part 1: Human cognition - central mechanisms

– Acquisition of knowledge: Attention
– Retention of knowledge: Memory (Exam 1)
– Use of knowledge: Reasoning, judgment, concept and categorization

• Part II: Special domains
– Visual cognition
– Language

Cognitive Psychology

Lecture 2. Attention 1

Consequence ofConsequence of
AttentionAttention
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Neisser (1979)

Videotaped 2 groups ofVideotaped 2 groups of
people (in white and blackpeople (in white and black
shirts) playing basketball shirts) playing basketball ……

[Show video][Show video]
Ulric Neisser

Neisser (1979)

Count the number of passes for the white players

Today’s topic

• What is the consequence of attending to some stimuli
and ignoring others?

• Attention can change psychological experience even
though stimuli remain the same
– Cognition is not enslaved by external stimuli
– But does attention really gate mental processing?

Dichotic listening

• Two messages to
different ears

• Attend to one,
ignore the other

• Dependent measure:
– Shadowing
– Detection
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Cocktail party simulation

• Multiple “channels”
of input

• Some are attended
• Others ignored

Consequence of dichotic
listening

• Shadowing is easy
• What about the ignored message?

– Noticed: Sound is presented; gender (pitch) of the
speaker; speech changed to tones

– Failed to notice: English to German; English speech
is presented backwards; same word list repeated
35 times

• Similar effects with melodies
– Sang along with a melody to one ear.

Mack & Rock’s paradigm
Visual attention: An example

Attend the cross:

Judge whether the horizontal line or the
Vertical line is longer

Question: How much of our visual world do we perceive
When we are not attending to it?

**
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** **

**

Visual attention

• Mack & Rock, 1998
• Three trials:

– Judge the cross: Which is
longer: horizontal or
vertical?

• Fourth trial:
– Something else appears
– After the line-judgment
– Did you notice anything

new?
– 25% failed to notice
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Examples of critical stimuli not seen under
these conditions:

Color:

Form:

Words:

Motion:

FLAKE, PRIZE, CHART, BOLD, HERD

Typically 25%-75% of participants fail to notice
the new thing on trial 4.

So: There is no (conscious) perception without attention.

Simons & Chabris (1999):

http://viscog.beckman.uiuc.edu/djs_lab/demos.html

[Show Simons’s Video]

Attention & Perception

• Paying attention is a matter of sight &
blindness

• E.g., Haines (1991): flight simulator

Projected flight console info
on the cockpit windshield.
50% of pilots tried to land
the plane when the runway
was obstructed by another
plane.

Attention & Memory

• Rock & Gutman, 1981
– A pair of shapes: one red,

one green
– Attend to one color, make

aesthetic judgment
– Later recognition memory

• Good for the attended
shapes

• Poor for the ignored shapes

Question: Does memory occur without attention?
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Attention & Brain Activity
• Wojciulik et al.’98
• Question: Is neural

activity to faces
automatic, or does it
depend on attention?

• Comparison task:
– Faces (F), houses (H), or

colors (C )
• Results: neural activity

in face-selective regions
is higher when faces are
attended.

Source: Kanwisher

Fusiform gyrus (purple)

The brain viewd from top
The brain viewed from bottom

Summary so far

• Consequence of attention
– Whether or not to pay attention has direct

consequence on
• What enters perceptual awareness
• What can be later recognized
• Neural activity

Are we truly blind (deaf) to
ignored information?

• Perhaps not.
• Some ignored

information is noticed, at
least sometimes

• Unnoticed stimuli may
(unconsciously?) affect
behavior and brain
activity
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Own-name effect

• Moray (1959): Own name effect
– Dichotic listening, attend to message A,

ignore B.
– B says “You may stop now”. -- 6% noticed
– B says “John Smith (the name of the

subject), you may stop now” -- 33%
noticed.

– If subjects were on the lookout for new
instructions: 80% noticed.

Own-name effect

JekeJake

meaningful schematic stimuli

Unnoticed message produces
observable effects: Indirect measures

• Auditory attention.
– Treisman, 1960

• Dichotic listening, shadow one message and
ignore the other.

• Arbitrary point of time: switch the content of
the two

Attended channel: “… I SAW THE GIRL | song was WISHING …”
        Ignored channel:  “     … me that bird | JUMPING in the street…”

Attended: “… SITTING AT A MAHOONY | three POSSIBILITIES …”
         Ignored:   “… let us look at these | TABLE with her head …”

Results: 30% subjects’ shadowing switched along 
with the message. Rarely noticed anything funny.

[Capital letters show subjects’ shadowing
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Indirect measures: Galvanic Skin
Response (GSR)- Corteen & Wood’72

Study Phase:
Dog

shock

shock

At test:
Dichotic listening

Ignored channel

GSR: 38% for the “old” cities
23% for other cities
10% for unrelated nouns

GSR response to “Minneapolis/Lafayette/Cincinnati

Horse
Minneapolis
Ball
Disk
Lafayette
Etc...

(But: Difficult to replicate; GSR is twice as large if the shock-associated
Words are in the attended channel.)

Positive priming

• MacKay, 1973
– Attended channel: “They threw stones toward the

bank yesterday.”
– Ignored channel: (at the same time as “bank”):

“money” or “river”
– Recall of the sentence is biased by the unattended

word.

– (But this happens only if a single word is in the
ignored channel)

Inattentional blindness?

• Moore & Egeth,
1997

• Attend to the 2
black lines

• 3 trials: Which
segment is
longer?

On critical trial:

Two line segments equal in
length, but irrelevant dots for
arrow heads.

Explicit perception: “did you
see anything new?”

Most subjects: “No”

Implicit perception: “Which is
longer?”

95% subjects judged the
outward arrow longer:
Implicit perception affected by
ignored info
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Summary: Consequence of
attention

• Attention modulates
– Conscious perception
– Explicit memory
– Neural activity

• It perhaps does not shut down the processing
of unattended information
– Sometimes, some things are noticed: own name
– Some unnoticed stimuli produce observable

effects: shock-associated GSR, visual illusion
– Some memory trace is left (negative priming)

Homework

• Reading
– Finish reading Chapter 1 (Reisberg)
– Download from the course web site:

Simons DJ, & Levin DT (1998). (on change
blindness).

Graduate students: Write a summary and turn it in
next week in class;

Undergraduate students: read the article, do not turn in
any homework.

Standard questions for HW

• Summarize the study in a few sentences
• Two things that I like about this article
• One thing that I dislike about it.
• Quiz question that I’d like to ask my

classmates
• A further question that I’d like to ask

the researchers.


